Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 4: Unit 9

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
3. It can be opened to let water out.
5. responsibility for causing harm
6. to clap to show enthusiasm
8. 10 × 100
11. opposite of north
12. to chew or bite on
14. horrible
17. to stop for a moment
18. a large, strong bird
19. opposite of ashamed
21. energy
24. not quite
25. to die by inhaling water
26. a curved nail
27. to make a long, wailing cry

Down
1. without hair
2. to follow in order to capture
3. opposite of true
4. the reason why something happens
7. to be unsure about
9. Add the right ___ of each ingredient.
10. two
13. more cloudy
14. in a way that can be heard
15. a tall, narrow structure
16. to look over in a casual way
20. what we sense with our ears
22. let
23. rotten
25. the first light of day